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Defences of the Thames

By Victor Smith

Victor started by getting us to think about the vulnerability of the Thames and why it had been the most heavily
fortified river. There had been so much emphasis on defending the Thames because as well as a maritime route to
London the political and economic centre, it was also a tempting way to the centre of England.

In the sixteenth century the key Royal palaces, the Tower and Greenwich were on its banks as were the Royal
dockyards of Deptford and Greenwich plus private ship builders at places such as Northfleet. The Arsenal at
Woolwich had a central store of armaments and at Purfleet there had been a facility for the storage of gunpowder.

Shipping expeditions had collected and victualled on the Thames. The river had been an artery of the British
Empire with London organising the movement of goods. River wharves and later the docks had supplied goods all
over the Empire. He had been interested, when in the Caribbean, to discover the amount of trade involved which
was evidenced in Bills of Lading still to be seen there.

The defences of the Thames then had had to be strong to protect the Empire as most invasion plans had involved
the seizure of London.

The defences had started out as ships of war and plans to react to enemies landing, with beacons being used to rouse
the country. Naturally this had led to some mistakes. The French had landed in 1380 and burnt Gravesend and
Tilbury and there had been various other attacks during the Hundred Years War. This was the time of the building
of Cooling Castle - now the domicile of Jules Holland. Castles had been a defence only for magnates and their
retainers. At Cooling could be seen a new trend, holes in the curtain walls for handguns.

In 1402 land defences had been erected at Tilbury but these would, obviously, not have impeded an enemy
proceeding up the river and were only for local protection - somewhere to run to.

In the fifteenth century and early sixteenth century with the development of artillery, guns had begun to be sited on
the river banks. In theory they could hit enemy warships, which had also started to carry guns. Gravesend Reach
had been the first place up river where the banks were close enough for cross fire to extend right across the river.
In 1540 Henry Vlll’s system of defence had involved building five block houses to house guns firing round shot.

Victor said he managed the remains of the Gravesend block house (the site is near to the PLA’s offices) and that
you could still see where metal rings had held the ropes to restrain the recoil from the guns, although the walls
which are visible today are later walls. The early guns had had to be pulled out in the same way as they were aboard
ship. They were the same sort of guns as had been found on the Mary Rose. The walls had been built embrasured
for layers of guns to fire outwards.

Albrecht Durer had employed a northern European design of rounded forms to deflect shot fired against castles or
forts. Deal Castle was a good example of the rounded form in multiples and more of a fort than a castle. It too had
had layers of guns. Around this time floating batteries had been built but the ships had not survived.

In 1588 with the threat of the Armada a contemporary map showed blockhouses along Gravesend Reach. Traces
of a ditched camp had been found at Tilbury Fort and it was presumed this was where Queen Elizabeth made her
famous speech. There had been a boom defence across the Thames.

During the English Civil War there had been a boom defence further up the Thames to protect London against
Royal ships and blockhouses had checked shipping for Parliament.



When the Dutch fleet attached the Thames the blockhouses at Tilbury and Gravesend had deterred the Dutch from
raiding further up the Thames and they turned back and attacked the naval ships in the Medway instead. Had they
proceeded they would have discovered that the guns in the blockhouses had been allowed to deteriorate to such an
extent that they would have been more of a danger to those attempting to use them, than to the Dutch. The raid on
the Medway was comparable to Pearl Harbour in the shock it caused and new defence projects had immediately
been put in train. Trinity Fort had been built in Gravesend at about this time. It had had guns behind earthworks on
one level, but no trace of it remained today. Tilbury old block house had became part of Tilbury Fort, with Dutch
engineers designs from the low countries being used to create star water defences round the Fort. It had been
designed to work with cross fire from Gravesend, but the fort had been built far larger than had been needed for
that purpose. In 1670/80 there had been a small standing army and it was thought the barracks and parade ground
had been for its use. There had been plans for an identical fort at Gravesend, but it had never been built.

Excavations at Gravesend had found the remains of a block house of 1547, with an angular bastion just added on
and not appearing to perform a military function. This was the earliest so far found. Later an angular bastion had
been used properly to provide cross protection for the Medway naval port of Sheerness. The outworks which had
been constructed there and at Chatham Naval Base had been more complicated.

In the century after the building of Tilbury Fort not much had been added to the defences of the Thames, apart from
the building of New Tavern Fort at Gravesend in the 1780s. It cross fired with Tilbury and had had a gallery added
to defend its ditch and a caponier instead of angular bastions. Traversing gun platforms on rails had given the
individual guns more fire capacity and forts had been able to function with a smaller number of guns. The east end
of Gravesend Reach had had forts and batteries.

The Napoleonic Wars had not led to any massive construction along the Thames, unlike at Chatham. Sheerness had
had traversing guns placed in front of the old inner defence. When peace had come the defences had gone onto a
care and maintenance regime.

The Industrial Revolution had brought French steam warships and the British had introduced steam gunboats. At
Shornemead, below Gravesend, traversing guns in straight lines pointing outwards had been erected with small
caponiers for protection of the ditch. This milestone of design had later been obliterated by a later fort. By 1858
ships had begun to be iron clad and protected from round shot. Rifled guns had also made an appearance.

Coalhouse Fort at East Tilbury had been constructed in the 1860s. Heavy rifled guns by then weighed between 90
kilograms and three or four times that and they had had mechanical carriages. Ammunition had been kept
underground with lifts to bring it up to the guns and the guns being sited behind thick iron plate.

In the 1870s long range breach loading guns capable of firing five rounds per minute, instead of minutes per round,
and precision optics for range finders and electric search lights had changed the face of warfare. Muzzel-loading
guns had had to be re-built or replaced.

With the capacity to fire long range the defences of the Thames had moved downstream to All Hallows, Grain and
Sheerness. At East Tilbury ultra low batteries had been recessed into the landscape. At first guns had been buried
and elevated mechanically for firing and then they had been placed only slightly above the surface of the land.

Brennan powered torpedoes had been launched from the land. They had had two drums of closely wound wire on
their body and shore based winding engines which extracted the wire as the torpedo ran down its launching rail and
by this method two propellers had been rotated. Varying the rate at which the wires had been retrieved influenced
the direction of the torpedo. A differential fitted between the two drums had acted as a lever connected to the rudder
and so an operator ashore had been able to direct the torpedo following its course by watching its mast that had a
flame at night and gave off smoke during the day. It had been the first time in history a weapon had been devised
that could be guided all the way to its target. It had weighed 3.5 tons and carried a warhead containing 200 pounds
of gun cotton. It had ran ten or twelve feet beneath the surface of the water at a speed of 25 to 30 miles per hour
and had had a range of 1.5 miles. They had been sited at Cliffe Fort and in the 1890s in Garrison Fort Sheerness.
Minefields had also been used for defence. They had worked on the basis that the electric currents would not be
connected up until the enemy was approaching.



From the end of the nineteenth century the defences had no longer been just for the Thames. It became an entity in
wider strategic defences.

Although in the World War I there had been an additional battery at Sheppey, there had also been field defence
systems dug. Air defences had consisted of layers of gun defence zones round London. There had been innovative
strategies such as acoustic mirrors. At Lodge Hill near Strood an anti aircraft battery had been established, which
was rare in WWI. Submarines had been based on the Thames.

As early as 1938 systems of radar stations had started to be constructed round the coast. Sound location had then
became less used. Concentric rings of anti-invasion defences had been built round London. In the 1940s between
the Thames and the Medway a massive defence trench had been dug across Hoo Peninsula, protected by pill boxes.
Records of this type of defence had not been kept or were incomplete, and today historians were having to piece
together bits of information on such defences.

In World War II there had been a boom from Canvey Island in Essex to St. Mary’s Bay in Kent. There had been
gun sites on Canvey Island with a battery to protect the beach which had been lined with obstacles. The story went
that at Sheerness one of the battleships just back from the battle of the River Plate when challenged had not given
the correct signal in reply and the battery had threatened to fire on her. The Captain of the battleship had resolved
that by turning his guns on the fort.

Gravesend had had a pontoon bridge. One of the few German prisoners who had successfully escaped had gone
under the bridge and climbed the anchor chain of a Dutch ship. In the estuary the off shore forts had been built to
report on enemy aircraft and vessels approaching the Estuary. They had not been designed to attack the enemy,
although they had claimed to have sunk an E-boat. Along the river there had been mine watching posts at 600 yard
intervals. The watchers had worked in shifts for 24 hours a day. Victor had spoken to a man who had spent three
and a half years at Swanscombe on watch daily at one of these posts and he had never seen a German parachute
mine. Other defences had been road obstacles and barrage balloons.

By 1956, and the advent of the Cold War, coastal defences and anti aircraft defences had been too vulnerable.
Defences had had to become mobile. Surface to air missiles had been needed to deal with jet aircraft. Geographi-
cally remote area defence systems had been established. With the nuclear age these had became even more remote.
There had been national networks of radiation monitoring posts, bunkers to be occupied before an attack where the
occupants had been expected to pop out from time to time to record and telephone in the levels of radiation.
Gravesend had a cold war bunker with a briefing room which was open to the public.

Victor finished by saying that a new initiative was planned which involved investigating the defences of the
Thames back to Roman times.
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